Job Posting No: CV-105664

Hours: Monday through Friday ~ 8:00 a.m. to 4:00 p.m. ~ 37.5 hours weekly

Salary: $47,982.00 Annually

Closing Date: August 22, 2013

Duties may include but not limited to: Performs diagnostic physical therapy tests to determine client range of motion, muscle strength, reflexes, balance and coordination; evaluates level of functioning; writes treatment plans and administers appropriate physical therapy with a physician’s prescription such as functional training in activities of daily living, ambulation training, corrective exercise, muscle training and neuro developmental therapy for treatment of disability, infection, injury or disease; applies physical properties of heat, cold, light, water and electricity in client treatment; instructs and demonstrates to clients, teachers, family and direct care staff treatments to be carried on in facility or home setting; writes client evaluations and progress notes; adapts equipment such as feeding chairs, feeding apparatus, wheelchairs, etc.; requisitions supplies; may make visits to assess client surroundings; may transport and escort clients to clinics for braces or further testing under authorization of a physician; may train assistants in physical therapy techniques; may serve as a Qualified Mental Retardation Professional; performs related duties as required.

Eligibility Requirement: State employees, who possess the general and special experience and training, currently hold the above title or those who have previously attained permanent status in the above title may apply.

General Experience: Incumbents in this class must possess and maintain a license as a Physical Therapist as issued by the Connecticut Department of Public Health in accordance with the applicable Connecticut General Statutes.

Special Requirement: Incumbents in this class may be required to travel

Working Conditions: Incumbents in this class may be exposed to danger of injury and to moderately disagreeable conditions while providing treatment to clients/patients.

Application Instructions:

To be considered for this position:

1. **DMHAS employees who are lateral transfer candidates** (example: Mental Health Assistant 1 applying to a Mental Health Assistant 1 posting) must submit a completed DMHAS Lateral Transfer Form. Lateral Transfer Request Forms received without a position number will not be processed

2. **DMHAS employees who are promotional/demotional candidates** must submit the State of Connecticut Application for Examination and Employment (CT-HR-12). The position number must be noted at the bottom of Page One of the State of Connecticut Application (CT-HR-12).

3. **All other applicants** must complete a State Employment Application for Examination and Employment (CT-HR-12). Resumes and Curriculum Vitae can be provided as supplemental information but will only be accepted if attached to a fully completed application.

PLEASE SEND APPLICATIONS TO:
Doreen Clemson, Human Resources Associate
CT Valley Hospital - P.O. Box 351 - Middletown, CT 06457
Fax: 860-262-5055
E-Mail: doreen.clemson@ct.gov

The DMHAS Lateral Transfer Request Form, State of Connecticut Application for Examination or Employment (CT-HR-12) and postings can be found on the DMHAS website at [www.ct.gov/dmhas/employmentopportunities](http://www.ct.gov/dmhas/employmentopportunities)

AN AFFIRMATIVE ACTION/EQUAL OPPORTUNITY EMPLOYER
The State of Connecticut and the Department of Mental Health and Addiction Services are equal opportunity/affirmative action employers. Women, minorities and persons with disabilities and in recovery are encouraged to apply.  P-1